
 

Advanced Placement English Language & Composition               2018-2019 

Lemon Bay High School 

 

Instructor:  Mr. Mark Hertz 

Instructor Email:  mark.hertz@yourcharlotteschools.net 

Room:  04-241 

 
Course Description 
Advanced Placement Language and Composition course designed to promote an in-depth analysis of 
author’s purpose, audience, and subjects within a rhetorical situation, and to write cohesive and 
grammatically persuasive essays exemplifying mastery in rhetoric. Students will develop critical 
thinking skills and expand upon and hone written communication skills. This is a college level course 
and the workload will reflect accordingly. The course texts, reading and writing assignments, 
vocabulary, and grading will be both extensive and intensive. All course work and materials are taken 
from the AP English Course Description published by the College Board. 
 
An AP course in English Language and Composition engages students in becoming skilled readers of 
prose written in a variety of periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts, and in becoming skilled writers 
who compose for a variety of purposes. Both their writing and their reading should make students 
aware of the interactions among a writer’s purposes, audience expectations, and subjects as well as the 
way generic conventions and the resources of language contribute to effectiveness in writing (College 
Board, 2005). 
 
Essay Assignments:  In addition to daily in-class responses and writing assignments, students are 
required to develop a formal analytical, expository, or argumentative essay every six weeks and/or 
respond to an in-class essay prompt.  Formal expository essays require students to interpret single or 
multiple pieces of literature, focusing on an in-depth analysis of the writer’s purpose and rhetorical 
style, as well as identify themes presented and how they relate to the unit essential questions.  
Students will also write analytical expository essays in which they will analyze how visual images relate 
to and sometimes serve as alternative forms of texts.  Essay prompts can also discuss historical and 
social context of the writer/artist and their work.   
 
Students are explicitly taught and must demonstrate how to conduct, evaluate, use, and cite research.  
All essays require the use of primary and secondary sources, as well as personal experiences and 
opinions.  Sources are cited both in-text and on a works cited page according to the standards set forth 
by the Modern Language Association (MLA).   
 
Students receive feedback from the instructor in all phases of writing (prewriting, drafting, revising, 
and publishing).  For every essay, students will participate in a writer’s workshop where they receive 
feedback from peers.  Multiple drafts of each essay are required until student work demonstrates 
growth in analytic thinking, development of content, grammar and syntax, and voice and style.  
Students receive direct instruction, and with each essay should demonstrate knowledge of logical 
organization patterns and traditional rhetorical structures. Students understand and demonstrate a 
balance when using general and specific details and evidence to support their thesis.   
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Vocabulary Instruction:  Developing an academic, as well as an overall wide-ranging vocabulary is an 
inherent part of this course.  Students receive direct instruction and complete activities designed to 
build their own individual lexicon.  Readings expose students to a rich vocabulary, and discussion and 
understanding of a text includes a discussion and understanding of word choice.  That said, students 
complete different activities during the course aimed at vocabulary acquisition including the most 
common literature, rhetorical, and grammatical terminology used in the discipline.   
 
Required Texts and Applications: 

 Writing America:  Language and Composition in Context, AP Edition.  David A. Jolliffe and 

Hephzibah Roskelly editors. 

 Test Prep Series for AP English Language and Composition.  To accompany Writing America:  

Language and Composition in Context, AP Edition.  Prepared by Steven F. Jolliffe. 

 Fast Food Nation:  The Dark Side of the All-American Meal, by Eric Schlosser  

 Charlotte County Public Schools Google Account.  Use of Google Classroom, Documents, Slides, and 

other applications. 

 Noodle Tools.  Online research and writing program.  Found on Lemon Bay High School Media 

Center Website.  Linked with Google Docs word processing application. 

 

Course Sequence and Selected Readings:  Please refer to the course overview to see a more detailed 

list of unit anchor texts and other selected readings/texts.  In addition, the course overview offers a 

comprehensive look at the scope and sequence of the class curriculum.   

 

Materials: You must have the following materials by the second meeting and you should bring them to 
every class: 
 
 1” or 1 ½” Three Ring Binder  
 Four tabs for binder in this order:  Syllabus, Handouts, Assignments and Notes, Tests and Essays 
 Loose Leaf Paper in the binder 
 Notebook for Do Now and warm-up activities (provided by the instructor to be kept in class) 
 Pen and Pencil 
 USB Compatible Flash Drive (you can use this for all your classes) 
 Textbooks or novels currently in use 
 School planner or personal calendar to keep track of homework and assignment due dates 
 
Grading Policy:  All work must be completed before class starts on the day it is due.  Late work will not 
be accepted and you will be given a zero for the assignment.  If you are having trouble with an 
assignment, let me know at least a week before the assignment is due—only then will I be able to help 
you or make some other kind of arrangement.   
 
Grading Scale: 
A = 90% to 100% 
B = 80% to 89% 
C = 70% to 79% 
D = 60% to 69% 
F = 50% and below 



Grading Rubric for In-Class and Take Home Essays 
Essays are graded using the AP scale (1-9), which will then be correlated to a letter/point grade.  
Typically, the points correlate as follows: 
 

Letter Grade AP Point Scale 25 Point Scale 50 Point Scale 100 Point Scale 

A+ 9 24-25 49-50 98-100 

A 8 23 46-48 92-96 

B+ 7 22 44 88 

B 6 20-21 40-42 80-84 

C 5 18-19 36-38 72-76 

D+ 4 17 34 68 

D 3 15-16 30-32 60-64 

F 2-1 0-14 0-29 0-59 

 
AP 9 Point Rubric: This is a general guide for all writing. More detailed rubrics will be given in class for 
specific writing assignments. 
 
8-9 These are well-organized and well-written essays. With apt and specific references to the passage, 
they will analyze the prompt in depth and with appropriate support. While not without flaws, these 
papers will demonstrate an understanding of the text and a consistent control over the elements of 
effective composition. These writers read with perception and express their ideas with clarity and skill. 
 
6-7 They are less incisive, developed, or aptly supported than papers in the highest ranges. They deal 
accurately with the prompt, but they are less effective or thorough than the 8-9 essays. These essays 
demonstrate the writer's ability to express ideas clearly but with less maturity and control than the 
better papers. Generally, essays scored a 7 present a more developed analysis and a more consistent 
command of the elements of effective exposition than essays scored a 6. 
 
5 Customarily, these essays are superficial. The writing is adequate to convey the writer's thoughts, but 
these essays are typically ordinary, not as well conceived, organized or developed as upper-level 
papers. Often, they reveal simplistic thinking and/or immature writing. 
 
3-4 These lower-half essays may reflect an incomplete understanding of the passage and fail to 
respond adequately to part or parts of the question. The discussion may be inaccurate or unclear, and 
misguided or undeveloped; these essays may paraphrase rather than analyze. The treatment is likely to 
be meager and unconvincing. Generally, the writing demonstrates weak control of such elements as 
diction, organization, syntax, or grammar. These essays typically contain recurrent stylistic flaws and 
lack persuasive evidence from the text. Any essay that does not address the prompt can receive no 
higher than a 4. 
 
1-2 These essays compound the weaknesses of the papers in the 3-4 ranges. They seriously misread 
the passage or fail to respond to the question. Frequently, they are unacceptably brief. Often poorly 
written on several counts, these essays may contain many distracting errors in grammar and 
mechanics. Although some attempt may have been made to answer the question, the writer's views 
typically are presented with little clarity, organization, coherence, or supporting evidence. 
 



Class Expectations:  Be on time to class with all needed materials and completed assignments.  Always 
be respectful of the opinions and ideas of other students, regardless of race, religion, gender, class, or 
sexual orientation (state law).  Always raise your hand to speak and only one student talks at a time. 
Try to approach subject matter with an open mind.  We are here to learn as a community, and to grow 
and succeed together—help others and let others help you—everyone has something to offer and 
something to learn.  Lastly, do your best.    
 

Procedures:  Students should arrive on time, and be in their seat when the bell rings with all needed 
materials and completed assignments.  Most classes will begin with a short opening activity (bell work), 
and a short summary of the lesson or activity for the day.  When you arrive to class, you should sit 
quietly and immediately begin the bell work or activity on the board.  If there is no activity, then sit 
quietly and await instructions. In addition, each Monday the homework and assignments for the week 
will be written on the board. It is your responsibility to record when your homework is due and 
manage your time appropriately to get it done on time.   
 
Academic Guidelines 
Late work will not be accepted.  Absence prior to a due date is not an excuse. You will be given enough 
advance notice to have your assignments turned in on time. If you know you are to be absent the day 
something is due, you are to turn it in the day prior to the due date or email it to 
mark.hertz@yourcharlotteschools.net, or submit the assignment your Google Classroom account. The 
assignment must arrive before the beginning of your scheduled class period. 
 
Technology is never a valid excuse for lateness. If you wait until the night before something is due (or 
even worse, the morning of) and your printer runs out of ink, your assignment is still expected on time.  

 
Plagiarism will not be tolerated under any circumstances. We will discuss specifics of plagiarism in 
class, but you all know better already. The following are a few examples of actions that will be 
considered plagiarism: 

 Copying and pasting anything without correct documentation and citation. 

 Copying another’s homework – both of you will receive a zero. 

 Turning in a paper that you already used in another class (unless it is a pre-determined teacher 
collaborated assignment). 

 Using others’ information without in-text citations and a Works Cited page. 

 Looking at someone’s paper, talking, or using an electronic device during a test, quiz, or exam. 
 
*Minimally, all of the above will result in a zero on the offending assignment with no chance to make it 
up. Depending on the severity of the offense, further disciplinary action may be taken. Repeat offenses 
will definitely result in disciplinary action and failure of the course. 
  
Electronic Devices:  At the right time and place, electronic devices are great. When they can aide and 
enhance learning, I love them! If you choose to risk bringing your expensive equipment to school, there 
are times when it is appropriate for you to use it.  

 When you are working independently, please feel free to listen to your music at a volume that is 
heard only by you.  

 If you need to research a fact (and it is appropriate to do so) and you have internet on your phone, 
please feel free to use that. 
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 I do ask that you respect lecture and whole group discussion time by having all electronic devices 
out of sight and out of mind.  

 At no time should I ever hear your devices. 

 I do not want to see you playing games or on social media on any of your devices at any time.  

 I take zero responsibility for your equipment. Anything you bring into this classroom is at your own 
risk. 

 
Failure to comply with technology norms:  First offense—verbal warning.   Second offense—phone on 
my desk.  Third offense—referral and parent contact.   
 
Conferences/ Parents:  All parents and/or guardians should feel free to contact me about their son or 
daughter at any time.  Please call or e-mail me at your convenience with any questions or concerns.  
Parental support is one of the main positive factors in a student’s education. I encourage you to help 
your son or daughter with their work and/or read their essays and assignments.   
 
Signatures:  Please take this syllabus home and review it with your family.  Then sign and return it to 
your instructor on the required due date.  It will be checked for credit and will be the first paper in the 
“Handouts” section of your binder.   
 
 
Student Signature________________________________________________ Date________________ 
 
 
Parent Signature_________________________________________________ Date________________ 


